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Welcome to GFL
Our quarterly newsletter is a chance for you to get to know GFL
and our world-class products a little better. We’ll also keep you in the loop
with tips, inspiration, facts, industry news and much more. So pull up a
chair, grab a coffee and let’s catch up on all things GFL.
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The GFL Difference

Technology + Precision
= Craftsmanship
With 30 years under our belt, we’ve earnt a reputation for superior craftsmanship.
Being a one-stop shop and fabricators of natural stone, engineered stone,
ceramic, laminate and acrylic surfaces, we deliver affordable, efficient and
exceptional benchtops every time.
We extensively train our CNC operators and stonemasons in-house to be highly
skilled so we know each and every member of our team buy into GFL’s standard
of excellence, ensuring only the best results for your space.

We know time is important to you,
so we’ve refined our process to deliver
and uphold our quality on an exceptional
timeline – in 5 working days.
When we pair our automated processing with
our state-of-the-art CNC machinery and talented
stonemasons, your personalised benchtop is crafted
precisely and efficiently to ensure you get a
beautiful work surface every time.

What’s trending for surfaces in
2020 brings with it exciting new
colours, textures and technologies
for our kitchens.
Warm, chalky pastels
The beginning of the season sees a fresh palette of warm,
chalky pastels coming to our homes, including sage
greens, pale blues and a variety of wood grains. These
hues are so versatile in the kitchen and can be coordinated
with a range of benchtop colours from crisp whites to
light concrete greys and stand out when paired with a vein
detail top.
Benchtop finishes
Benchtop finishes range from the ever-popular polished
to suede and leathered with honed surfaces making more
of an appearance. Dark and dramatic still feature, with

white benchtops including vein detail still high up in the
rankings.
Grey may just be the new black with many options
available from soft, warm greys to concrete ranges, right
through to darker shades of charcoal grey.
Clean lines & integrated appliances
Clean lines, minimalistic design and strong forms are
what we can expect to see more of this year. We’re seeing
integrated appliances, doors that cover work surfaces
and smaller storage spaces to give a seamless flow in our
2020 kitchens.
Induction cooking in work surfaces
Revolutionary benchtop technology is now underway
which enables induction cooking directly onto the work
surface! Stay tuned in our next newsletter for more
details on this clever innovation.

NEWS

From Italy with love
AtlasPlan direct from Italy – Available exclusively
through GFL Benchtops!
AtlasPlan’s beautiful, large-format porcelain stoneware is now
available in New Zealand, exclusively through us here at GFL
Benchtops. This exciting new product is extremely versatile
– not only is it durable enough for both indoor and outdoor
spaces, but its compact nature ensures it’s extremely hygienic
and resistant to high temperatures, meaning pots and
pans can be placed directly on top.
AtlasPlan offers a stunning selection of colours incorporating
a variety of looks ranging from marble to stone and concrete
with a combination of matt, silk and gloss finishes. Plus, the
entire range of 3200 x 1600 x 12mm jumbo sized slabs are all
one price! It doesn’t get any easier than that when selecting
your next beautiful benchtop surface.
Contact us to receive your samples of the
AtlasPlan range today.
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The GFL Difference
We work with only the most trusted brands and latest
technology to deliver you a quality product every time.
With 30 years of industry experience, we’ve earned
a reputation for providing outstanding workmanship
with fast, friendly service.

The installation team

The difference is Crafted for Living!

Explore the latest range at gfl-benchtops.co.nz, phone 09 299 6237
or email us at www.office@gflbenchtops.co.nz to arrange an appointment.
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